Increasing amounts of data are being collected on all of us in our roles as citizens, consumers and patients. While it is certainly the case that there is a wealth of relevant legislation and guidelines to determine how personal data might be used, it is typically the case that there is a significant disconnect between the 'high level' rules that govern such use and the 'low level' enforcement of those rules. It is also typically the case that in any but the simplest of cases, it is difficult to characterise precisely "who can see what". Our concern is the development of models and technologies to help facilitate appropriate and assured data sharing: appropriate in the sense that policies conform to high-level requirements; assured in the sense that we have confidence in such assertions.

sif

sif (service-oriented interoperability framework) is a lightweight security and data integration layer based on Java and web services. The framework facilitates the secure aggregation of data from heterogeneous data sources. Originally developed to support the secure sharing of healthcare data, it now supports a variety of applications in which organisations wish either to integrate disparate legacy systems or to transfer data securely in a point-to-point fashion.

Evolving access control

Our mechanism for evolving access control allows the expression and enforcement of authorisation policies that may change dynamically on the basis of observed events, such as, for example, audited actions. This gives rise to policies of the form “Jim can access table A or table B, but not both” or “Andrew can’t access anything that Jeremy has accessed”. The evolving access control mechanism can be used either to facilitate secure access to a single database or in conjunction with sif to provide dynamic access control within distributed contexts.

The application of lightweight formal models

Clearly, the problem of "who can see what" becomes more difficult when an authorisation mechanism can change access policies automatically without reference to a systems administrator. Through abstract, formal models we are able to construct and explore mathematical representations of such dynamic policies prior to deployment.
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